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A free online resource to teach organic chemistry receives a positive assessment Chemistry is filled with representations that describe invisible phenomena. One example is the formalism of pushing electrons into the language of organic chemistry. Here, curly arrows represent the flow of electrons during a reaction,
starting with unbound electrons, or electrons in a bond, and pointing to a deficient electron atom. Educators at the University of Ottawa in Canada have previously developed an open-access online module called organic mechanisms: mastering the arrows. It supports students' fluency in electron-push formalism. The
module was designed based on an extensive literature review and new research, which involved analyzing thousands of typical mechanistic questions and how students approach them. Significantly, this module teaches students strategies considered successful. For example, a advantageous method is the mapping
strategy, where students label carbons in the chains of reagents and products with numbers. This helps them compare structures. The module also develops metacognitive skills to help students identify what they currently know, what they need to know, and how to plan their learning. Hitting the target every time In a new
study, the Ottowa-based team assesses the effectiveness of its online module in the context of a single hour-long session. In particular, they focus on whether students are better prepared for two types of questions: questions that ask students to draw the arrows, given the initial materials and products of a reaction step;
and questions that ask them to design the products, given the initial materials and arrows to push electrons into that step. The study participants were the first years in chemistry-focused degrees. They worked through the material online individually, in pairs or in small groups. An additional cohort of students who did not
use the online module served as a control. The researchers, led by Myriam Carle, used pre- and post-test to measure the change in students' performance in organic chemistry issues. They collected additional information by analyzing students' problem-solving strategies and frequent errors. The study found that
students who used the arrows module mastering had significant learning gains. In addition, these students used effective problem-solving strategies more frequently. Teaching Tips Try using the Mastering the Arrows module, found in OrgChem101.com, to help students hone their skills in organic chemistry mechanisms.
Learning gains were observed after only one hour, so it should be relatively simple to incorporate. you can use the module in a class configuration, where you can guide students through the content, or give it to students to work independently. Remember that modeling any effective strategy is worth it; O O module
teaches strategies that are successful for organic synthesis problems, and the study shows that this helps students. Focus on strategies that help students avoid mistakes, such as response verification strategies. The study revealed some of the most common mistakes students make: lack of bonds and missing atoms or
functional groups were prevalent, for example. Try to encourage students to simply redesign the closest reagents or in better orientation first. More errors have been associated with questions with longer arrows, suggesting that students have difficulty connecting structures or species that are further away from each
other. Mastering the arrows is part of a larger set of modules on the site, such as organic nomenclature and acid-based reactions. You may find this useful to incorporate into your practice as well. Gefällt mirGefällt dir ansehenSeitentransparenzFacebook möchte mit diesen Informationen transparent machen, worum es
bei dieser Seite geht. Hier erfährst du mehr zu den Personen, die Seiten verwalten und Beiträge darin posten. Alle ansehen Over 300 blog posts to guide you through the Organic Chemistry Introduction, organized by the subject. Gen Chem and Organic Chem: How are they different? How Gen Chem relates to Chem
Organics, Pt. 1 - AtomFrom Gen Chem to Organic Chem, Pt. 2 - Electrons and Orbitals From Gen Chem to Organic Chem, Pt. 3 - Effective Nuclear Charge From Gen Chem to Organic Chem, Pt. 4 - Chemical Link From Gen Chem to Organic Chem, Pt. 5 - Understanding Periodic Trends From Gen Chem to Org Chem,
Pt. A ParableFrom Gen Chem to Org Chem, Pt. 7 - Lewis StructuresFrom Gen Chem to Org Chem, Pt. 8 - Ionic and Covalent BondingFrom Gen Chem to Org Chem, Pt. 9 - Acids and BasesFrom Gen Chem Chemistry for Organic Chem, Pt. 10 - Hess De Gen Chem Law for Organic Chem, Pt. 11 - The Second Law of
Gen Chem for Org Chem Pt. 12 - KineticDe Gen De Gen De , Pt. 13 - EquilibriaFrom Gen Chem to Organic Chem, Part 14: Wrapup Kailey N.California State University Long BeachThis became my savior. I love organic chemistry, and catch it very fast, the only problem has been my lectures. Without this site I would not
have the necessary information to understand the subject! Matthew T.Colorado State Universitywhy I wish I had made the change in its entry on its website early in the semester. It would have made things a little easier. I got in about two weeks before the finals and ended up getting an A in class! Abby M.Lee UniversityI
made an A in my Organic Class 2 - this site was an invaluable resource!! Thank you so much. Mujtaba H.Wayne State UniversityThank you not only for preventing OChem from being a weed pot class for me, but also for making it a pleasant journey. I ended up scoring in the 97th percentile ACS exam, and I couldn't
could done this without the help of this site. Morgan M.West Chester UniversityI recently purchased the organic chemistry guide. I finally understand why things are doing what they're doing. I wish I had had this numerous attempts at organic chemistry ago. Michelle T.Simon Fraser UniversityMaster organic chemistry
literally taught me everything I needed to know for my ochem 1 course. I just wish I'd found it sooner! You would have helped me so much in my middle of the test. Justina C.Cal State East BayI recommended your site to many of my colleagues who asked me what my secret was! Thank you very much for the time,
energy, support and clear passion that this site returns to students like me. Ivana's Chemistry Olympiad was selected to represent my country at the International Chemistry Olympiad in 2017 and 2018. I got a gold medal in 2018 (still do not believe) and I have to thank this site! Marie B.Florida Atlantic U.Due to the
explanations on this site, I understand why a reaction goes the way it allows me to remember better since I understand what's going on. Corbin K.Utah State University I love everything I've used so far. I used chem 1's reaction guide, and it saved my ass. Ben N.Virginia University Commonwealth Summary sheets allow
me to quickly review everything I needed for my final exam. I managed to score 54/70 in a final where the class average was 20/70. Anika L.University of South FloridaThank you so much for this service! I finished Orgo 2 with a B+ because of these guides! Rafael S.Binghampton U.These guides are amazing. Clear and
concise. The study guides make it possible to highlight what would otherwise have been a great challenge. Christian M.Duke U. Found this site while studying for the second test and the explanations made much more sense than the textbook. I've read almost every blog post, and my test scores and final improved



dramatically. Zina Z.GonzagaThe language you use makes the material easy to understand and easy to study! Between your posts and summary sheets, you answered almost every question I had in organic chemistry! MOC is a lifeguard (and lifeguard)! Brendan F.Fordham U.Com the help of MOC, finally received A's in
all my organic lectures in laboratories, scored in the 99th percentile of the ACS exam (65/70 = 93%) and obtained a 130/97 percentile in the physical and chemical and biochemical sections in the MCAT. Thank you. Eric E.Saint Louis UniversityI auditioned for orgo in exactly one week. I was trying to use the book, but it
wasn't very helpful, this site divides it into bite-sized chunks and explains frequent places of confusion to gain in-depth understanding, and provides cheat sheets for review of the comprehensive concepts. That's just amazing. Leah S.University of PittsburghMOC was my best friend last semester. I wouldn't have an A-
without it. Paul G.Cincinnati Public High SchoolI is a high school teacher in Cincinnati. I always start my class at MOC. Carmen T.University of ConnecticutI went from a 40 in exam 2 to a 90 in exam 3 as a result of focusing on the overall framework and applying the concepts to the questions. The study guide allowed me
to actually study the problems instead of spending countless hours trying to sift through the material. I also ended up with a B+ in class! Courtney E.Central Washington UniversityI stumbled upon this site a few years ago, looking for help in preparing for my general ACS chemistry exam, and it was helpful then, so I
remembered this several times for other classes, and I'm glad I can use it again now for organic chemistry. Manuel E. (with Nobel Laureate Kip Thorne)East Los Angeles CollegeStudy guides helped me in so many angles that they helped me improve my grades, lessen my anxiety and improve my overall confidence.
Thank you for taking the time to create such a useful tool and sell it at such an affordable cost. Paige J.Wright State University We had final exams this week and I thought I'd let you know that with the help of their fantastic website and the summary sheets I bought, I finished organic chemistry 1 with an average of 99.5.
Classmates were upset with me for being the curve buster. I blamed you and uncarnaived many of them to check out your site! Callie O.Augusta U.Thank you so much for such an amazing site! That's why I got an A in ochem one and two! Thank you! Tara D.TaraRochfordNutrition.comThe study materials at MOC were a
lifesaver. They helped me complete all the courses and steps necessary to become a registered nutritionist. Thank you very much! Luke D.LaMar University Cheat sheets have been a great reference for my studies as well as the reaction guide. Probably wouldn't have made an A last semester without him (I did exactly
90). I did it with the hardest organic teacher too! Steve university K.St. Joseph I am a biologist who has worked in chemistry laboratories most of my career. This site is absolutely fantastic at filling in the gaps in my chemistry knowledge and without mentioning just all the interesting time. Keep up the good work! Peter
K.University of BuffaloFor a night owl that really only studies at night, it is often impossible to find a teacher or TA who is awake to extinguish my burning questions, and even difficult to find a known friend. This site is that friend. Chris M.McMurdo Station, AntarcticaThe site has been especially useful to me in the basic
teaching of o-chem chemistry and medicine here in Antarctica. (I'm the chief physician at McMurdo Station and we spend a lot of our after hours teaching and learning to fill in time when time doesn't so good.) From the bottom of the world, thank you! Kaitlyn M.Penn State UniversityMy friend of my university informed me
reported this site and said it was the only reason why he went organic chemistry! Chemistry!
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